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Chiron retrograde 2020 meaning

Chiron enters retrograde from 10 to 11 July 2020, but traveling through the underworld is a place he knows very well. Chiron was abandoned at birth and left to look after himself. It was through this wound of neglect and difficult upbringing that he was able to rise up and turn his wounds into powerful healing portals. We all have the same
powers as Chiron. Within each of us, we have the ability to take our wounds and sore points and turn them into a source of power. As the poet Rumi says, the wound is where the light enters you. Chiron symbolism is used to represent this asteroid orbiting saturn and Uranus in space. Saturn is a deeply rooted, entrenched energy, while
Uranus is considered a planet with a higher vibration. Uranus' energy can also lead to awakenings and the rise of kundalini energy. Chiron can act as a bridge between these two states of being and is sometimes referred to as the Rainbow Bridge. The rainbow bridge means the connection between one state of consciousness and
another, and this idea is further amplified if we look at Egyptian astrology. In ancient Egyptian astrology, Chiron goes by another name: Anpu or Anubis, the god of the afterlife and lost souls. Many of the myths and legends that are used in Western astrology can be traced back to Egyptian and Babylonian astrology, and Anubis can be
seen as Chiron's counterpart. Just like Chiron, Anubis was abandoned as a child. It was through this painful upbringing that Anubis was also able to rise into the noble profession of guardian of the underworld. It was Anubis' job to welcome the new dead into the underworld and guide them as they passed to the afterlife. It takes a special
soul to have such a position, and without a doubt, it was Anubis' pain and suffering that allowed him to develop compassion, discernment and loyalty to walk souls through such a journey. Anubis is the renewer of the souls of the dead. To assume this role, it was necessary to free his attachment to his own chin by switching to forgiveness,
love and a broader understanding of the deeper meaning behind the chin. Thus, he transforms into a great healer and a guide for others. – Linda Star Wolf and Ruby Falconer As Chiron or Anubis enter Aries retrograde this July, we are able to get into our wounds and reflect on how we used them as a source of power and healing. I think
of my journey with pain in this case. The loss of my sister in this physical kingdom gave me a deep wound. And while it's painful, I can also appreciate how it softened me and made me more compassionate. I feel that this compassion is allowing me to be a better writer, a better friend and a better human overall. In addition to finding light
from our this is also the time to think about the things that still grieve us and how we might be able to create some space so we can move and turn them around growth, power and light. There is no doubt that baby Anubis was afraid and hurt when his mother Nephthys walked away from him. But soon Isis, the Great Mother of all of us,
comes and gathers it in its rainbow wings, while holding each of us when we are faced with our dark night of the soul. - Linda Star Wolf and Ruby Falconer We can use this retrograde energy not to cover our wounds, but to recognize that just like Chiron and Anubis, our suffering can very often lead us down the path of our destiny. The
pain of our experience becomes our greatest teacher and the lesson we learn is who we really are beyond our wounds. – Linda Star Wolf and Ruby Falconer while Chiron/Anubis retrograde through Aries' sign, makes a series of alignments with Mars. They will be conspirating on July 13, 2020, but this energy is likely to be felt throughout
the second half of the month and also until August. Right now, we can really be guided not only to think of our wounds as portals of light, but also of courage, strength and intentional action. With this energy, we can allow our wounds to help us act for a brighter future. Chiron shoots directly on December 15, 2020. Chiron Retrograde
Exercises 2020 1.) What pains me the most right now? What are 10 things this pain has taught me? 2.) Make a list of 20 things you feel proud to accomplish in your life so far. They can be material things but also emotional/spiritual things. Look at your list and recognize the strengths and courage they put you there. 3.) Diary prompt: If my
pain could speak, he would like him to know ... When I think about my difficulties, I'm grateful that... I'm stronger today because... 4.) Try my free healing meditation that guides you to activate the healing power of your hands and body. Sources for quotes: Egyptian shamanic astrology by Linda Star Wolf and Ruby Falconer Astro-Seek.com
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